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For a mobile robot, it is critical to detect and compensate for slippage, especially when driving in rough terrain environments. Due to its highly unpredictable nature, drift largely affects the accuracy of localization and control systems, even leading, in extreme cases, to total immobility of the vehicle. In this presentation, the authors discuss analytical and empirical models for the mechanics of wheel traction and slippage, practical methods for effective slip estimation, then the algorithms for on-line slip compensation control.

For the traction mechanics, terramechanics-based models originally developed by Bekker [1] and extended by Wong [2] are employed as a background theory, with which wheel traction forces both in longitudinal and lateral directions are modeled as a function of slippages measured by the slip ratio in the longitudinal direction and the slip angle in the lateral direction [3]. Also the Dugoff’s tire model [4] is discussed to describe the relationship the longitudinal and lateral slippages.

For the slip estimation during the traverse of loose terrain, the authors recently developed a couple of methods, both of which use an optical camera. One is a method based on the optical flow analysis and the other analyses the traces of the wheels marked on the terrain [5]. Both methods are validated very useful in practical situations by the experiments using a rover test bed named *El Dorado* (see Fig.1).

For the slip compensation control, an illustrative example is presented for the case that a four wheel rover (*El Dorado*) traverses a sandy side slope. Without any compensation control, the rover makes sideslips due to the gravity pull in the downward direction of the slope. Then the counter steer action is necessary to follow the given trajectory. The amount of the counter steer angle of each wheel is derived from the slippage model discussed in the first part of the presentation. These values are used as a feed forward signal in the compensation control. Also by monitoring the real slip motion of the vehicle using the optical methods discussed in the second part of the presentation, a feed back control is constituted to compensate the residual tracking errors. The combination of feed forward and feed back control achieves a good performance in the slip compensation control (see Figs.2 and 3).
Fig. 1: A rover test bed “El Dorado” in a beach sand environment

Fig. 2: Principle models for path following control with slip compensation

Model for Path Following Control

Control objectives

\( \ell_e \rightarrow 0 \)
\( \theta_e \rightarrow 0 \)

Sideslip Compensation

Control objective

\( \beta_0 \rightarrow 0 \)

Fig. 3: Experiments for the path following control with slip compensation on a loose side slope


